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Its name, in Italian, comes from the shape of the
front diffuser which recalls the wings of a moth,
irresistibly drawn to the light. Its simple and
everyday image for a discreet, essential and highly
functional lamp, designed to team technical and
decorative features. The diffuser is a simple
metallic element folded towards the observer,
embellished by cut and rounded profiles. The light
source is completely screened yet diffused
through an opening that directs it up and down.
This makes for intense, non glaring illumination.
Even when turned off, Falena generates a discreet

play of light and shadow, owing to the particular
shape of the metallic diffuser. The ceiling version
is available in two different sizes. The simple
design, its functionality, sturdiness and dust
protection, make it perfect for any setting: from
contract to domestic.
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Falena, ceiling
technical info

Description
Wall/ceiling lamp with direct and indirect
light. Epoxy powder coated extruded
aluminium body, side screens in transparent
polycarbonate.

Materials coated aluminium and
polycarbonate

Colors white

Brightness light
direct / indirect light

Falena 2 Weight
net lbs: 6,61
gross lbs: 8,38

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 0,777
n. boxes: 1

Bulbs
fluorescent 1x24W mini Bi-Pin type T5
electronic ballast

Certifications

Falena 3 Weight
net lbs: 11,46
gross lbs: 13,67

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 1,307
n. boxes: 1

Bulbs
fluorescent 1x54W mini Bi-Pin type T5
electronic ballast

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area
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Falena, ceiling
designer+collection

Lucidi e Pevere

Paolo Lucidi and Luca Pevere got together at
well-known design offices in Milan. In 2002 they
signed their first commissions together and, in
2006, establish Studio Lucidi & Pevere in Milan.
These days, Studio Lucidi & Pevere is based in
Udine and still undertakes industrial design work
for internationally renowned companies, belonging
to a large number of different sectors.
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